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General Overview of the Network

- **Mission**
  - The Florida Neonatal Neurologic Network’s (FN3) mission is to provide state-of-the-art care for newborn babies with brain injuries and to collect research and develop future therapies to improve long-term outcomes.
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• Vision
  – FN3 aims to create innovative new therapies for babies with brain injuries.

• Values
  – Provide state-of-the-art clinical care across the state of Florida.
  – Provide educational resources to parents.
  – Develop future treatments to improve the outcome of babies with brain injuries.
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• Strategy
  – The Florida Neonatal Neurological Network (FN3) will advance its mission of improving the outcome of babies with brain injuries by combining the excellence found in the top hospitals and research institutes in the state of Florida.
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• FN3 shall further:
  – Observe ethical and professional standards
  – Maintain communication and positive relationships between hospitals and the general public
  – Strengthen research database by maintaining an updated registry
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347 patients have been entered (+67)
Sex

- Male: 53%
- Female: 47%
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Mode of transport

- Ambulance: 68%
- Helicopter: 14%
- Fixed Wing: 6%

Mode of transport

- Ambulance: 75%
- Helicopter: 17%
- Fixed Wing: 5%
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**Cooling at Outside Hospital**
- Active: 68 (No), 66 (Yes)
- Total: 91

**Cooling at Outside Hospital**
- Active: 98 (No), 92 (Yes)
- Total: 134
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